
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of business risk manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to
work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for business risk manager

The ability to deliver in a fast-paced, output focused environment
Confidence in presenting to a range of audiences
The ability to bring a high level of energy and commitment to the team
Strong tertiary qualifications in Accounting, Audit, Finance, Commerce or a
similar discipline
This position is responsible for managing and oversight of applicable business
unit programs, a sub-functional unit, distinct activities or combinations
thereof within the risk function
With Risk Management and Controls Director, analyzes and assists in the
drafting of compliance-related STAR Rules for external sources such as
Members, Processors, Sponsors and ISOs internal resources such as
Relationship Managers, sales executives, Product teams and operational staff
Plan scope of work, monitor, supervise and review work of staff on project
engagements
This position is responsible for managing and oversight of applicable business
unit programs, a sub-functional unit, distinct activities or combinations
thereof within the risk function.Provides significant contributions to the
development, implementation and enforcement of policies, procedures, and
programs designed to minimize legal and/or other risk within the established
strategies of the Department and the company
Holds teams accountable for their commitments by providing oversight and
guidance in appropriate forums
Participates in Agile forums including portfolio grooming, program grooming,
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Qualifications for business risk manager

Has written and spoken French language capabilities
Strong interpersonal skills, mentoring ability / team player
Achievement motivated / action oriented
Familiarity with COSO
Working with key MSG stakeholders to investigate operational risk incidents
and the implementation of remedial actions and improvements to the control
framework
Compiling and communicating information to MSG Management and
Governance forums within ANZ and globally where require


